E-TRASH MAN BLUEPRINT

IS A SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE FOR MANY APPS. IT CREATES AUTOMATIC FILTERS WITHIN APPS SUCH AS EMAILS/PHOTOS/FILES TO ENCOURAGE ORGANIZATION. IT IS ALSO PRIVACY PROTECTED AND MAKES SUGGESTIONS TO DELETE FILES BASED ON INTERACTION. IT IS GREAT FOR STUDENTS/EMPLOYEES BUT CAN BE USED BY ANYONE USING A TECHNOLOGICAL DEVICE. THE SOFTWARE HAS A CUSTOMIZABLE E-TRASH MAN CHARACTER THAT ADDS A PLAYFUL COMPONENT BY VALIDATING THE USER AND ALLOWING THEM TO HAVE FUN CREATING THEIR CHARACTER!
Many technology users get overwhelmed by overloads of information, whether that be emails, images, files, etc. This software will alleviate stress while also decreasing the likelihood that the user will lose track of important information. E-Trash Man is also a way to optimizes use of storage.

E-Trash Man has a eudaemonic factor since it allows users to customize the software character that interacts with the user.

Once filters are created, emails will automatically appear in the folders.
The E-Trash Man character will give validating pop-ups. Once filters are created, emails will automatically appear in the folders.
USER
MANUAL
MANUAL FILTERS

CREATE YOUR OWN FILTERS TO SORT YOUR INFORMATION, AND E-TRASH MAN WILL SCAN THROUGH YOUR INFORMATION AND SORT FOR YOU!

1. **DOWNLOAD SOFTWARE.**

2. **"CREATE E-TRASH MAN FILTER"** BUTTON WILL SHOW AT TOP RIGHT CORNER. CLICK.

3. **TITLE YOUR FILTER.**

4. **ITEMS WILL AUTOMATICALLY UPLOAD INTO FOLDER.**

**E.G. FILTERS**

- EMAIL: MAILING LISTS, EMAIL HOSTS, PROMOTIONS, ETC.
- PHOTOS: SCREENSHOTS, PICTURES OF SCHOOL WORK, PICTURES WITH CERTAIN PEOPLE
- FILES: DOWNLOADS COMING FROM CERTAIN WEBSITES, CLASSES
SUGGESTIONS BASED ON INTERACTION

E-TRASH MAN WILL AUTOMATICALLY SUGGEST TO DELETE A FILE IF IT HAS NO INTERACTIONS FOR A MONTH THROUGH POP-UP NOTIFICATIONS (EDITABLE IN SETTINGS).

YOU CAN ALSO SET MANUAL SUGGESTIONS (SUGGESTIONS EVERY "X" MONTHS)

[YES] [NO]

DON'T ASK AGAIN

ALGORITHM WILL UPDATE BASED ON WHAT YOU CHOOSE!
CUSTOMIZABLE E-TRASHMAN

E-TRASHMAN WILL VALIDATE YOU FOR BEING ORGANIZED, SO YOU CAN CUSTOMIZE YOUR CHARACTER FOR FUN!

1. WHEN SOFTWARE IS DOWNLOADED, "CUSTOMIZE" BUTTON WILL BE AT THE TOP RIGHT CORNER OF POP-UPS.
2. CLICK, THEN SELECT DIFFERENT ADD-ONS FOR YOUR CHARACTER.
3. YOU CAN CHANGE ITS COLOR, ADD A HAT, CHANGE ITS SHOES, OR ADD A STICKER.